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Speaking of epidemics and pandemics and all this, one major epidemic
malfunction of the human body has been left unaddressed in the West and that is
obesity.

It has gone completely out of control for decades, costing the lives and quality of
life of millions, yet nobody really cares.

Obesity is an illness, in the same way anorexia can be one. We are not talking
chubby here and being even fat, we are talking about being obese to the point
one has health problems or it can cause fatality.

The West claims it has a spiritual thing called "Christianity" but as it appears the
main religion of the Westerners currently is only cheeseburgers.

It is an illness of spirit and the soul first, and then these disorganized energies
manifest in the body through overt consumption of what is negative and causes
this result. For people to reach these extents, life has to be empty, and the brain
must be truly depressed.

One cannot reasonably reach amounts like 1000 lbs. and reach this point while
they have been ok. Many people are allowed to get into this without any support
and they merely destroy themselves. To cover this up, we say some random
Western bullshit like "Muh Free Will" to cover out this spiritual deficiency that is
eating people's soul bit by bit.

To end up like this one exercises literally the opposite of any free will. One is a
slave to certain false pleasures that degrade a person. Free will is the opposite of
this. Regardless, we have been confused about free will and this claim is only
used when people want to do either irrelevant or bad stuff.

The obesity epidemic is a reflection of the epidemic of imbalanced energies in
the West.

To give an extent of how crazy some people have become, I have watched a
documentary years ago where a person had a child, that was about 12 years old
and morbidly obese. The child was asleep most of the day, and then they woke
up to eat about 5 whole chickens.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=316860#p316860


The mother refused to stop its intake even after the doctors explained that the
child was at high risk for heart attack. Remaining obese, the heart couldn't hold
and the poor child died within a year or so. While that doesn't register as murder,
it is something very close to this.

Needless to say this situation reflects upon us all collectively in what type of
monsters certain people have become, gulping things down to the point we fall
into a semi-asleep state half their lifetime from eating too much.

Everyone is clearly advised as a Spiritual Satanist to find the courage to escape
this scourge. Do not be ashamed. There are even Gods who will help you with
this.

It is almost guaranteed if you have problems with depression, lethargy or other
issues and that you are obese, these can come from obesity and nothing else.
Your immune system and other aspects of yourself suffer pointlessly over this.

It is all reversible, and there are ways to reverse this one step at a time. Even
keeping this on the "very chubby" level, can keep you healthy and sane. Obesity
should be seen as an illness, not merely as a state of the body. The organs
literally suffer in this state.

Anorexia, the other latter end of this can cause also considerable and rather
similar issues. Lethargy, flying in and out of sleep randomly, being too weak to do
anything etc.

From a metaphysical standpoint the obesity epidemic not only points to a totally
false lifestyle, but a lifestyle that is literally engrossed in the material and related
to the material in such a way that it's dysfunctional.

If one is older than let's say 50 or 60 that is far more acceptable as one might not
have the time to deal with this, but please, especially if you are young, take this
in consideration and act now. Relatives and others might be living in denial of
this, I know, and how this occurs can be seen in shows such as this:

“1000-lb Sisters Season 3 Episode 8 - A Very Slaton Vacation”
https://go.tlc.com/video/1000-lb-sisters-tlc/a-very-slaton-vacation

I don't have time to watch this, but skimming through, these images are simply
disastrous. Anyhow it seems that these people are trying to get better and that's
a good message to push.

https://go.tlc.com/video/1000-lb-sisters-tlc/a-very-slaton-vacation


These are people that had their lives ruined and nobody told them to stop
anything. They engrossed themselves in too much Jupiter, and yes, Jupiter
energy can be deadly.

They must somehow have enjoyed reaching that state in a pathological way, but
like hard drugs and other false enjoyments that come without measure, death or
getting permanently disfigured or disabled can be the only outcome.

As we can see from this video even these situations ARE reversible, so don't
lose hope. Meditations can be used to also affect this and many people have
used meditation for weight loss and optimizing the body, and they have worked.

The United States now is to where child obesity is literally killing people. Yet all
you'll see on TV is nonsense about the Co-Vid and other total crap. Nobody that
would be fit and has a decent health would die from Co-Vid or these things if
people were healthier.

Of course, if one is at this state, anything can spell their death really quickly,
including a simple coronavirus.

However, big pharma wants you in a condition where your exploitation is at a
maximum from them. Doctors pretend like nothing of this is beyond the realm of
normal, but that is totally insane. Protect yourself and others from these scourges
and even if necessary, become evil if certain people do not listen.

However, be careful as many people in this condition can be emotionally
sensitive and take hard corrections and internalize them, accelerating their
negative condition. Please do take efforts to maintain optimal weight, these are
what real epidemics look like, but nobody cares anymore.

Remember that Spiritual Satanism is about balance. You don't have to become
like Arnold Schwarzenegger, although that would teach someone a lot of
discipline and empower them. But as an SS one must understand the value of
health and so on.

Crazy people tell you today that this is "Authoritarian" to tell other people, but
what they do allowing people to get so fat their hearts explode is utterly parasitic
and evil. That is careless. It's a sign of inner decadence to not care for anyone
else to such high extent, that you literally see them approaching 1000 lbs and
you don't tell them they must seek help.



We live in a crazy world where certain people want to turn you into a pod living,
brainchip wearing, landwhale that weighs 1000 lbs so they can feed off of you
and sell your stories in shows. Do not allow this to happen.

They tell people that's even the path to "pleasure" and that this is great, but in
reality, these people suffer tremendously, and to such extents they can no longer
understand. They are lying to everyone. Do not fall for this.

Clownworld must not consume any of us. Likewise, we cannot afford to be
consumed by the Clownworld.
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